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90.5%
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92%

championships.

Students exercised or participated in

Nature Network.

International Society for Human Ethology.

Society award for work on Disney’s animated feature,

Society and the National Institute of Ceramic Engineering. Alumnus

Ballato

committee chair by South Carolina Press Association.

Technology Grand Award; and 2012 Student Affairs Holiday Card, Print and Digital Publications – Low Budget Publication Special

Student Orientation Booklet – iPad Edition, Electronic and Digital Media – Magazine or Publication Rendering for Tablet or Mobile

at 3rd International Commercial Vehicle Technology Symposium at the University of Kaiserslautern, Germany.

& Development Center in Munich, Germany to exhibit a display of research and collaboration.

honor family patriarch,

Me MISTER program for collaboration with Jackson State University

Campaign total as of March 1: $768.03M

NSSE 2013: Seniors 84%, freshmen 82%, (quite a bit/very much)

a bit/very much)

Focused efforts on developing a student culture of giving, including...the president, Frank Mainella, will provide the keynote address.

students have received national scholarships during fall and spring

Graduate School with Graduate Student Government are co-hosting

Fall 2013 New Student Dialogue requirement.

39 to 89 mentees, for 2013-14. Eleven Peer Dialogue Facilitators

seniors 76%.

beliefs: freshmen 68%, seniors 70%; Political views: freshmen 73%,

Economic background: freshmen 74%, seniors 73%; Religious

NSSE 2013: Students report (often to very often) discussions with

SAT of accepted Honors students a record 1460. Median SAT for

Record number of Honors applications (up 60% in 4 years), median

2013-14: 1 Fund for Education Abroad, 1 American Institute for

students have received national scholarships during fall and spring

Forbes.com

Andrea Gil

Clemson

out of 14,000,000+ in the natural sciences.

and incorporated across the sciences.

TOP-20 Quality Criteria

Academic Reputation

NSSE 2013: Top-20 Quality Criteria

Top-20 Quality Criteria

Scholars.

Increase the number of doctoral students in focus areas

Increase Critical Thinking, Writing and

Mathematics proficiency scores from

Top-10% of graduating class
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Vishan Dhanani will be one of the nation’s top 20 publics.

University 2020 Goals

• Provide talent for the new economy.

• Drive innovation that stimulates economic growth, creates jobs and solves problems.

• Serve the public good by addressing some of the great challenges of our time.
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Funding from endowment, real estate and other sources, declined 27%
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2009: CU-ICAR Emerging Science and Academic Success Center

16/18 88% of seniors completed degree or 137.7% of seniors completed degree all 25 enrolled in pilot.
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